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Ao INTRODUCTION - ■

1. The fourth casting of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team on the treaty for
the Establishment of a Preferential Trade /u-ea in Eastern and Southern Africa was

held in Luanda, People's Republic of Angola, from 12 to 16 June 1979 •

28 The meeting was one in a series of meetings of the Intergovernmental Negotiating

Team (INT) on the Treaty for the Establishment of the Preferential Trade Area;(PTA).
The purpose of the meeting was to finalize negotiations on draft protocols relating to

rules of origin, transit trade, harmonization of trade documents, standardization and

quality control discussed at the third meeting of the Intergovernmental Negotiating

Teamjand to initiate discussion on draft protocols relating to re-exports within the PTA

of goods imported from third countries and on customs co-operation; and to consider the

report on BIS countries and the revised list of commodities to be traded within the

Preferential Trade Areao

B* ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF ifORK

Opening of the meeting;

3a The meeting was formally opened by H»ES Roberto de Almeida, Minister of Foreign

Trade of the People:s Republic of Angola, at 1600 hours on 12 June 1979* ..-.*&>, .Lopo-do ;

Nascimento, Deputy Executive Secretary of the United Nations Economic Commission for

Africa, also made an opening statement on behalf of Professor Adebayo Adedeji, the

Executive Secretary of ECAO

4» The meeting was attended by the representatives of Angola, Botswana, Ethiopia,

Kenya ,Lesotho3 FJauritius; F.tozambique? Somalia3 the United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda,

Swaziland, Zambia^ and Liberation Movements namely STfAPO and ANC South Africa,

Election of officers

5» The following officers "were unanimously electee".; H0E0 Paulino Pinto Joao, Angola;

Chairman; Mr* 000<, Olwa, Kenya? Vice-Chairmanf and Mr0 3PlU Nkunika, Zambia, Rapporteur,,

C, AGENDA , .

6# The following agenda wae unanimously adopted;

1. Opening of the meeting

2« Election of officers

3» Adoption of the agenda an organization of work

4» Adoption of the report of the third meeting of Intergovernmental Negotiating

Team held in Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) from 28 February to 5 March 1979

5* Finalization of revised Draft Protocol on the Rules, of Origin
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6, Finalization of Draft Protocol on Transit Trade and Transit facilities

7, Finalization of Draft Protocol on Simplification and Harmonization of

Trade Documents

8, Finalization of the Draft Protocol on Standardization and Quality Control

9» Consideration of the BIS countries report

10. Consideration of Draft Protocol and Memorandum relating to re-export within

the Preferential Trade Area of goods imported from third countries

11. Consideration of Draft Protocol and Memorandum relating to Customs Co—operation

12. ' Consideration of the Memorandum on revised list of commodities to be traded

within the Preferential Trade Area

13. Any other business

14* Adoption of the report

15« Date and venue of the next meeting*

Organization of work

7. The meeting adopted the following hours of work:

- 0900 hours to 1300 hours,

- 1500 hours to 1900 hourse

The meeting agreed to have night sessions if it was considered necessary.

D. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS - • •■ ■'-• -

8. In his introductory remarks Mr. Lopo Do Nascimento, Deputy Executive Secretary of
ECA, thanked the President and People of Angola for the warm welcome given to the

participants and for hosting the fourth meeting of the INT as well as for the excellent

arrangements made for the meeting. In reference to finalization of draft protocols

considered at the third meeting of the INT, Mr. Do Nascimento expressed the hope that

the fourth meeting of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team would reach agreement. He

appealed to the delegates to endeavour to consider all the topics of the agenda and

arrive at satisfactory conclusions. In conclusion, Mr, Do Nascimento emphasized that the

establishment of PTA is only the first step towards the ultimate goal of the creation of a

viable subregional economic community. He also stressed that the basic pre-requisite for

economic cc—operation was political commitment by all the countries of the subregion,

9. In his opening statement H0E. Mr. Roberto de Almeida, Minister for Foreign Trade of

the People's Republic of Angola welcomed the delegates and the staff of the EGA secretariat

to the People1s Republic of Angola and stated that it was a great honour for his country

to host the fourth meeting of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team. He informed the

meeting that Angola was committed to economic cc—operation in Africa and to the establish

ment of a Preferential Trade Area in Eastern and Southern Africa as a first step towards

the creation of a subregional economic community. He emphasized that economic co—operation
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among African countries was imperative if Africa was to overcome problems arising from

negative effects of cyclical crises in c ; .!ta."H :*: countries and refusal of developed

market economies t-; alter their obsolete . '.ructure in order vo make possible the transfer

of resources to developing countries under advantageous conditions and to- regulate the

activities of transnational corporations,. In particular the Minister drew the attention oj

the meeting to the fact that several countries of Eastern and, Southern Africa were in the

category of least developed countries and also to the fact that trade amongst the countries

of the subregion was minimal compared with their external trade0 Hence steps had to be

taken through collective efforts to restructure the economies, of the countries of the

subregion with a view to reducing their dependence on developed countries and exploit to

the full complementarities amongst themselvesc. The Minister emphasized further that

cc—operation among African countries will contribute considerably to the strengthening of

African unity and the elimination of the last bastions of colonialism and racism in
Southern Africao ' '

10o Finally the Minister drew the attention of the meeting to the.fact that the

establishment of an economic community was not an easy task, and.expressed the hope that

the countries of Eastern and Southern Africa would benefit from.the experience of existing

economic groupings in Africa and elsewhere,. He reiterated thr.t Angola stopd ready toe

join other countries; of the subregion in. finding solutions to the. socio-economic problems
that faced African Countriesj , ."".'"'' . r

Adoption of item 5 of the report of theythird; meeting.of the Intergovernmental ■

Negotiating Team on the Treaty f,or the^ Sstablishaent "of a'Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern Afri^^j^^J^^]^^^B^IZEhIlllll2.) (ag^a ■» *™« -h ) -"" "■

11. Under this agenda item, the r.eeting considered the revised draft of Rule 2 (1) <iii)
(b) of the Draft Protocol, on Rules ..of Origin. It was agreed that the last sentence of
the section of the report dealing withthis rule should be amended to read: "Until' a new
draft was produced, the adoption of. Rule 2 (l) (iii) (b) was deferred.'■ . On the question

of value added the meeting was informed that the select committee appointed by the third
meeting of the Intergovernmental Negotiate.\g Team; was of the general view that the raw
material content of the value added should account for at l^ast 45 per cent of the

'ex-factory price1. However one sub-committee members reserved its'position on the issue
since it wanted the proposed 45 per cent of value added to be based on 'ex-factory cost'
and recalled that the wae delegation had also reserved its position during the third
meeting of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team* .

\±na}±Zi^t±T o3T*;he revised Draft Protocol on the Hules of Origin, (document BGA/UJLPOC/
IaaataYPTA/III/2/nev.l: EXa/ffflTJtic^^/jQQ^g^ SiS^ ^ L(agenda item 5)

Rule 1

*Y^ *Wlltems that wer^ deferred at the third BIT meeting, namely the interpretation
of ^ ex-factory prxce and (b) value added were considered. The meeting agreed tha--
ex-factory price' be replaced by ^ex-factory cost'. Arguments were advanced in far'.ur

ot ex-factory cost' as being more suitable for-.determining the concept of value added,
smce this concept would exclude profit, indirect taxes and other' charges that may inflate
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the basis of calculating value added. The interpretation of "ex-factory cost* adopted

by the meeting was as follows: 'Ex-factory cost1 is the value of the total inputs

required to produce a given product. Total inputs would include such elements as

labour, materials, equipment, etco required for the production of given products*

13* It was therefore agreed that wherever the words 'ex-factory price' appeared in the

text, it should be replaced by fex-factory cost1. The change introduced on the inter

pretation of 'ex-factory cost1 also affected the interpretation of 'value added10 Value

added was therefore defined as follows: 'Value added1 means the difference between the

ex-factory cost of the finished product and c.i.f. value of the materials imported from
outside the member States and used in the production.

3ule 2 (1) (i)

14. Hule2(l) (i) was again the subject of lengthy discussion,, Some delegates sought
explanation on what was meant by 'indigenous management1 in view of the fact that some

countries still depended on expatriate staff for the operation of their industries,.
There was general agreement that nationals should be encouraged to manage most of the
enterprises. In this regard, it was recommended that business management should be in
the hands of nationals. One delegation questioned the meaning of the word 'national1
and fluggestedo that it should be replaced by the words ■ natural persons' and 'legal
persons'. For prcpcae* of Rule origin and in cases where the 'legal persons' had- business

operations in the country and were considered nationals, it was proposed that hot less
than 75 per cent of equity holding should be held by the nationals and/or governmento
This proposal was opposed by several delegates, and it was agreed that the amended text of
Rule 2 (1) (i) should read as follows* 'They have been produced by enterprises in a merabes
State which are subject to majority indigenous management and to at least 51 per cent
equity holding by nationals of the member States and/or a government or governments of the
member States, or institutions, agencies, enterprises or corporations of such government
or governments.1 It was however agreed that provision be made for the interpretation of
the word 'nationals' under Rule 1.

15. 2n the discussion that followed it was pointed out that the countries of the
subregion were at different levels of economic development, and although the principle
of majority indigenous management and 51 per cent equity holding was acceptable, it :rauld
not be immediately feasible in some countries which required infusion of foreign caoital
and technology for their development and therefore had to provide special incentives to
attract foreign investment. Such countries therefore required lower equity holding ■
(25 per cent) at initial stages, but would be in a position to increase their control and
equity holding at later stages.

16. The secretariat explained that the main objectives of the provisions of the Draft
Protocol were to ensure that the PTA contributed to the genuine economic development of
the countries of the area and to ensure that natural resources were controlled.by the
nationals. The meeting agreed that since some countries found it difficult to accept 51
per .cent equity holding it would be necessary to reflect further on this issue. To**this
end, the secretariat was directed to retable the item at the fifth meeting of the
Intergovernmental Negotiating Team.
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Hule 2 (1) (iii) (b)

17= Some delegates proposed that section (l) (iii) (b) of the rule relating to import
content, should be amended to read at the end; 'does not exceed a proportion ranging
between 35 and 60 per cent of total cost of materials used in the production of the
goods' depending on the availability of locally produced rau materials. The object
should be to ensure that maximum utilization of domestically produced raw materials and
reduce the import content of goods to be traded within the PTA.

18= Other delegates however, observed that the ceiling of SO ?er cent, as pronosed in
the original, draft, was sufficient. They expressed the fear that the adoption of the
Jb~W)-per cent range1 would require time consuming detailed studies and analysis, before
,he goods could be categorized in terms of import content. As no agreement could be
reached, the meeting appointed a sub-committee consisting of Angola, Ethiopia, Swaziland,
Uganda and The-United Republic of Tanzania to study the natter further and come back with a
craft recomiaendation. The sub-committee recommended that the original draft of the Rule
should be maintained and that the Ethiopian delegation reservation should be recorded.

^lfl f t?Vristnal ^ read8 M folloWSS %They have been produced in the member
and c*iof, value of Materials imported from outside the member States or of

Xi°rigin t1Ch h b d StaGC in the Production of goods docsP of goods docs

id ^ ?H F /r ?roduction of *«*** goods where inputs are Wily
and should not exceed 60 per cent in the pdti f t

?H F /r ?ion of *«*** goods where inputs are
I uld not exceed 60 per cent in the production of certain goods whfcre
are not locally available in sufficient quantities".

nore tSe t^tnHv^^ *"**?■ r^rtad" that the **&>*** delegation had- requested for
more time to study the concepts and implications of the draft ^ule. In view of the lack

lTrffbf ITT^l^i )*****»* solved that tte discussion on s^^
)i (b), (c), (d) (i) and (ii) and paragraph Z of Rule 2 be retabled fnr>

on- at the fifth meeting of the Intergovernmental negotiating t!

brief introdufi^ by the secretariat regarding the action taken in
^hfr^or? ofSrtTLrnft y «e "«e»~—al Negotifting Tea, as reSrd^d
related to S^f it raeetxng, the meeting noted that the main issues to be resolved
related to the following provisions of the revised Craft Protocol;

°f (ra;
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(d) Article 5 para^o-phe 1 end 2 relating to the approval of means of transport
by various authorities of the comber St?/rrcr

: (e) Articled paragraph 1 (a\ recalling the' -^^^itution or institutions which would
be liable for* payment of' customs duties and other relevant charges in the event of transit

goods being retained illegally "in1 the transit. t.7?-de;'

(f) Article 1C pari-gyv'-ph 4 relating to the liability of sureties in respect of
concealed goods? and gecc.:-: r.oj inur.iersted in carnots;

(g) Article 10 parv-grapk 7 relating to the periods, within which claims for
payments have to be pv^3e:\Ji:oJ.j and ' ...

(h)- Article 10 paragraph JO regarding international transport projects which have
been approved for implementation within Eastern and Southern Africa.

21o After considerable■ d-.scur-slon en the above issues and other related matters

including the provisions o:c nn?-^5 I and II? the revised Draft Protocol was adopted

with the following ameno ;c!^'p s '■■■ :

lo In paragraph 1 of vhc p-oar.bls the respective conventions and agreements should

be enumerated i:a thev.r '"■hvo.p.ol'?^;:.?':.! oTrdc:?% . ■ -.-

2a Paragraph j o.l . ^vicle A ahoaid be -i.raended by substituting the full stop at

the end of paragraph i-c-th k\ ctrniaf a^. adding the following 'and the competent authority

shall inform all the T.enb^.- r,o;:nrric3 of all the persons so licenced'; , .

3« Paragraph 1{:\. '„■ ' ■■;.■"-;;..o. r i ' ■ --f-'if.-l by c>.lp.tliig the words 'shall* appev-ng

in the first. line. £:nd repl^oir,^' i'c oy the T/ord !njay' ;

4= Paragraph .2. o:-: 'K'.Vc?^- 10 w; c^onded by inserting the words 'and taxjss1 after

the words 'export Cci;ie;: ri^ca-inf; Jn rhe ceeond line (ZSnglish version only);

5. Paragraph 2 of"\-\nhex I should bo reformulated to provide for the TIA (PTA)

Carnet document beir.g printed in three lanruage.s (English^ r-.^.'i nnd Portuguese) |

6a Paragraph 11 of ::.rior I ::a,.; amended by deleting the word 'two1 in the first
line and substituting the t:r,?,m ;jl1;h th<* woios 'more than.one1;

7» On paga 2 of ■rxno.;: II? itew number J. of the section entitled 'For use of the

Customs Office of Ccmnonoeno^r only1, was amended by. inserting the words 'or agreement"

between 'bond: and }l'c\ ' ■ ,'". :. .

8» It was sgj'v^cd to ?._,e-.d the hcadi:ig of nrmex III in order to exclude its
application to pack cavJ.z.x~hi^ .. ■ ■ .

Finalization of the Dr'v> Protocol on Simglificaticn and Harmonization of Trade Procedures

and Documents_Idgcu>pent J^1^^^7^^^/^KT^^n^]J ?agenda item 7) : *"

22. In introducing the vcvj.icd FVail: Protocol en Simplification ar-d Ilarmonization of

trade procedures and doc-jr.oiito fdocument ECA/l.iULFOC/Lusal^/PTA/lIl/6/Hev.l), the

secretariat drew the attention of the nesting to the fact that discussions at the third

meeting of the HIT oa this item vrre conolusive and hence there were no outstanding issues.
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It was pointed out that the revised Draft Protocol before the meeting reflected the

previous discussions and agreed amendments and was being tabled as a natter of procedure.

23• The agreed amendments were on the definitions of trade facilitation, trade

facilitation committee and trade procedures article 1, article 3» subparagraph (h)
joint training programmes; Article 5 paragraph 3, the regional institutional arrangements

at the national levels.

?£.• Gne delegation recalled the previous amendment concerning administrative expenses,

but it iias found that this was due to incorrect translation of the French' text. The
following corrections of editorial and technical nature were also proposed by the

secretariat and were accepted:

(a) Deletion of the phrase 'for Eastern and Southern African States1 from the

definition of 'member State1 or 'member States1 and also from the definition of 'Treaty1 ;

(b) Definition of 'trade facilitation1 to read 'co-ordinated rationalization of

trade procedures and documentation relating to the movement of goods from their place of

origin to their destination;

(c) Article 2, paragraph 1 to reads 'the provisions of this Protocol shall apply

to any Tntra-area trade procedures and documentation used at all stages of transactions

from the placing of orders to the delivery of goods';

(d) Article 2, paragraph-2, subparagraph (i) - delete the word 'facilitation1;1

(e) Article 2, paragraph 2, introduce subparagraph (iv) which reads 'Designing

aligned and standardized trade documents';

(f) Article 3, subparagraph (d) to read 'Ensuring adequate co-ordination between

trade and transport facilitation within the Preferential Trade Area1 ,

25# The Draft Protocol on Simplification and Harmonization of Trade Procedures and

documents was adopted as amendede

Penalization of the Draft Protocol on Standardization and Quality Control (document

EGA/RIUUQC/Lusaka/PTiVtll/S/Rev.l) (agenda item 8) :

26. The Preamble of the document ECA/rULPOC/Lusaka/PTA/lIl/8/Rev.l was accepted without

amendment. All the Articles (l-l6) were accepted without amendment. The discussion on

the used Draft Protocol was finalized and the revised Draft Protocol was adopted.

Consideration of the Botswana/Lesotho/Swaziland report (document ECA/frlULFOC/Uisaka/

PTA/III/1O (agenda item 9)

27. In the discussion that followed the presentation of the document by the secretary,

it was decided that one consolidated Protocol and a related memorandum would be prepared

for submission to the fifth Intergovernmental negotiating Team meeting to be held in

October, 1979 o In drafting the Protocol due account should be taken of the problems of

geography, migratory labour, the monetary agreement that these countries have concluded

with South Africa, and transport difficulties that they faced. It was agreed that, since

BIS countries faced fundamental problems that went far beyond the economic ones and also

beyond the subregion, steps should be taken not only to assist the BLS States in the PTA
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but: also to design and embark on a concrete long-and medium-term programme of assistance

to the BIS States in the fields of transport, communications, other infrastructure and
economic development generally so that vhexr dependence on South Africa may be reduced

and their links, ocgnomic and otherwise wivli other African countries may be strengthened.
it was also stressed that not only the prospective members of the PTAj but all African
countries should assist in the solution of the economic and poltical problems faced by

the BLS States* As for QAU and ECA? they should i/.ake special efforts to provide the BLS
States with appropriate technical and legal assistance in the course of their future
negotiations with South Africa for the renewal or otherwise of the South African Customs
Unxon (SACOA). In addition, in view of their long standing trade and other economic links
wxth South Africa, it T-ras important that ,-y loosening or phasing thereof should be allowed
to take place over a sufficiently long time period*

Consideration of^^f^j^oc^^djj^^ra^m^s^jji^ to re-export within the
Preferential Trade Ar^^o^oodsjjmp^rtcd. from third countries fS^^^oodsjjmp^rtcd. from third countries fdocuSent

28, Thfe Preamble of the document above was accepted without amendment. All articles
except No, 3 were accepted without amendmeat. Amendments in article 3 were:

(a) The title should be amended to read rRefund and Remission of duties and taxes';

u ,,'J' -.^ para-^ra^h 2> tho Phrase 'accorded :;r:;;orary admission or1 in the first line
should be left out and the amended version should read 'where imported goods have been
admxtted for warehous Lr.& e o«'

With these two amendments the Draft Protocol was adopted.

Consideration of .Draft Protocol and^faorarriti^ relating to Customs Co-operation
(agenda item 11) " ' " —

29* After the secretariat had tabled the Draft Protocol on customs co-operation
(document ECA/MOLPOC/Iusaka/PTA/IVA) and the related technical memorandum, a representative
of the Customs Co-operation Council made a ctatenent in which, inter alia,-he informed the
meetxng that the Cut* corns Co-operation Council was readv to provide assistance to the
countries of the subregion in its field of competence. In view of the issues involved and
the need for more detailed consultations with individual governments, it was agreed that
the Draft Protocol rV^;ld be tabled for a first reading.

30, Some delegations pointed cut that sir.ee the majority of the member States of the
proposed PTA were members of the Customs Cooperation Council,, under' whose .auspices a :.':
number of conventions containing principal az-ticles as reflected in the-Draft Protocol and
had been drawn, it would be desirable for those member States that had not acceded to the
relevant conventions to consider doing so* The meeting however agreed that'this notwith
standing, the member States of the proposed PTA should adopt and apply the Protocol, The
meeting then proceeded to make the following observations with respect to certain aspects
of the Draft Protocoic

Preamble " '

31, After some clarifications, by tho secretariat,, no amendments were suggested* The
representative of the Customs Co-operation Council undertook to send to the member States,
at thexr request, copies of the international conventions mentioned in the Preamble*

Article 1

32, It was agreed to amend the definition of 'Customs law1 by replacing the word
Cxrculatxon' with the word "Movement", Article 1 was then accepted as amended.

Article 2 ' ' ■ ' -'

33c After correction of the title in the French text, the article was accepted without
any amendments „
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Article 3

34 i Article 3 tf~s accepted without any amendments,.

Article 4

35'O Some delegations expressed the view that, since the principles of some of the

relevant international conventions to which various member States had not acceded;

seemed to be implied in articles 4 and 6? the meeting should in its report, recommend

that the member States should consider acceding to the relevant conventions. Article 4

was accepted without any amendmentsc

Article 5

36• Article 5 was accepted without any amendments.

Article 6

37> Paragraph 2 subparagraph (a) was amended by replacing the word 'illegal' with
the words 'restricted orprohibited1,, The article was then adopted as amended,,

Article 7

3°* Article 7 was accepted without any amendments.

Conclusion of the memorandum on the revised list of Commodities to be traded within the

Preferential Trade Area (document ECAAULP0C/Lusaka/PTA/lV/6/Add,l) (agenda item T^T"

39« In presenting the document, the secretariat pointed out that information submitted
by countries was deficient and the approved format was used correctly by a few*countries
onlye t ■■ ,r. ■ ■ ■■ ■,:.-'

40« The secretariat was congratulated for the good work it had done in spite of the
fact that the information supplied by countries was not adequate*

41« It was stressed, however, that the list should be considered on a preliminary
basis only,, since it was incomplete. The difficulty in providing information stemmed,

not so much from the fact that countries were unco-operative as that there were problems

of definition of what constituted restrictive practices and problems relating to the

confidential nature of the information that was being sought*

4?.i After some discussions it was agreed to adopt the draft list of commodity presented
by the secretariat as an indicative list which would form the basis for future

negotiations with regard to exchange of preferences among member States«

43- It was further agreed that governcents would provide further and more detailed
information on tariff and non-tariff barriers facing the commodities included on that
list and would revise their lists of products of export/import interest as appropriate

so as to enable the secretariat to undertake a more refined analysis thereof. On the

basis of this analysis, the secretariat would also endeavour to present proposals on
possible reductions or eliminations of tariff and non-tariff barriers among member
States for consideration and appropriate decisions to be taken at the fifth meeting of

the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team. It was of the utmost importance that all the
necessary data should reach the secretariat before 31 July 1979.*
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44* One delegation requested that their list of imports reflected in the document

submitted by the ECA secretariat should, be withdrawn for the time being.

Any other business (agenda item 13)

45« One delegation proposed that the document on Rules of Origin should be re-submitted
for finalization at the fifth meeting of BIT before outstanding issues are brought before

IIULPOC Council of.Ministers for decisions. This proposal was unanimously endorsed by the
meeting. . •■ -

Date, agenda and venue for the next meeting (agenda item 14)

4-1* The secretariat proposed that the next meeting of INT should be held at Addis Ababa
from C to 19 October 1979.

47* It was explained that the Executive Secretary of ECA was requesting member countries
to agree to those dates and venue because of the following reasons!

(a) The agenda would include critical issues and topics which wduld necessitate
participation at the meeting by several technical personnel of the ECA secretariat;

(b) The Executive Secretary wished to participate personally at the fifth meeting
and these dates will fit his other commitments;

(c) Financial constraints would nako it difficult for ECA to make available to the
delegates all documentation and resources that will be necessary to service the meeting
if it was held outside Addis Ababa*

48o In the light of the above reasons the meeting agreed that the fifth meeting of the
Intergovernmental Negotiating Team should be held in Addis Ababa. However several

delegates expressed the view that, although the Council of Ministers of Lusaka-based
IvIULPOC had decided to have only five meetings of INT, (the October 1979 meeting being
the last), there might be need for a sixth meeting to ensure that all outstanding matters
are given proper consideration* The secretariat assured the meeting that there would be nc
unsurmountable obstacles to holding a sixth meeting of the INT should this be necessary.

It was then agreed that the matter should be raised at the October 1979 meeting of INT*

49* The meeting agreed that the provisional agenda for the fifth meeting of INT would
include the following itemss '

1* Opening of the meeting

2» Election of officers

3» Adoption of the agenda and programme of work

4o Finalization ofs

(a) Draft Protocol on Rules of Origin

(b) Draft Protocol on Customs Co-operation
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5. Discussion on the list of commodities to be exchanged within PTA

6. Consideration of Draft Protocols and Memoranda oni

(a) Co-ordination of agricultural policies;

(b) Co—ordination of industrial policies;

(c) BIS countries;

(d) Clearing and payment arrangements.

7. Any other business

8. Adoption of the report

50. The meeting agreed that the fifth meeting of the INT should be held from 8 to 9

October 1979 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Adoption of the report (agenda item 15)

51. After some discussion the report was adopted with some amendments.

Closure of the meeting

52. At the closing session of the meeting, Comrade VenSncio de Mours, Vice Minister

of Foreign Affairs of the Peoples Republic of Angola made a formal closing statement.

53* He reminded the meeting that the excessive dependence by the African countries on

the developed industrialdLz ed countries had led to the deterioration of economic well-

being of the former. It was therefore imperative for the African countries in general,

and for the subregion in particular to forge closer economic links in order to redress

international capitalistic exploitation and unequal partnership within the framework of

the New International Economic Order.

54. He concluded by reiterating the Government of the Peoples Republic of Angola's total
commitment to the establishment of a Preferential Trade Area for countries of Eastern

and Southern Africa, as this was the only viable alternative of consolidating economic

and political independence and overthrowing the racist regime of apartheid in South Africa

55» The meeting adopted a vote of thanks to the President, Comrade Dr. Agostinho Neto,

the MPIA Workers1 Party, Government and the People of the Republic of Angola. The

Chairman then declared the meeting closed*
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resolution

vote of thanks to the president, party governivient and

people of the people's republic of angola

The fourth meeting of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team, on the Treaty for

the Establishment of a Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States,

Aware of the historic role which the party, government and people of Angola

continue to play in the just struggle against imperialism, colonialism, racism and

apartheid in this subregion,

Conscious of the fact that the people of Angola have just become independent in

the face of bitter and prolonged struggle and still find it expedient to host this

meeting despite its problems of reconstruction,

Deeply appreciative of the fact that the government of the People's Republic of

Angola has provided excellent facilities and every possible assistance to this meeting,

Recognizing that this gesture constitutes an eloquent testimony of the government's

commitment and support for all the endeavours directed, not only towards the political

liberation of this part of Africa, but also the strengthening of the economic relations

among African countries and the consolidation of their joint efforts to tap fully their

development potential,

1. Expresses its most profound gratitude to the party, government and the people

of Angola for making it possible to so succcssfullyhold and conclude the fourth meeting

of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team;

2. Further expresses its thanks for the most inspiring address delivered by Comrade

I.iajor Roberto de Almeida, minister of Foreign Trade and alternate oember of the Central

Committee of the F.IPIA iforkors1 Party;

3« Expresses its most profound gratitude to His Excellency, Dr. Agostinho Neto,

President of the People's Republic of Angola, and to the party, government and the people

of Angola for the un;.arallellod and warm hospitality extended to all the participants at

the fourth meeting of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Team;

4* Requests the Chairman of this fourth meeting of the Intergovernmental
Negotiating Team to transmit the present vote of thanks, through Comrade Major Roberto

de Almeida, Minister of Foreign Trade, and alternate member-of the Central Committee of th

HFLA Uorkers1 Party, to 3.E. President Augustinho Neto, the party and Government of the
People's Republic of Angola.




